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Under 2 keV Ar ion bombardment of a CuxNi1−x alloy, at high fluence and at low temperature, Cu and Ni
sputtering yields, the total sputtering yield (Cu+Ni yields), and the sputtering yields from the first surface
layer and from beneath this layer for Cu and Ni, have been separately calculated by an improved kinetic BIGS
(bombardment-induced Gibbsian segregation) model. Calculations indicate that these sputtering yields are
strongly dependant on the Cu (segregating species) bulk composition. A cause of the possible correlation
between sputtering angular distribution and bulk composition of the segregating species is also analysed for
the segregating system. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved

Under high!~uence low or room temperature bombardment\ the
in~uence of Gibbsian segregation on the surface composition
change of alloy is now clearly known[0Ð5 Thus\ besides the extreme
composition feature\ induced by bombardment\ the segregating
species should be enriched at the outermost surface "forming a
surface spike# and depleted beneath it\ thus forming a reverse
compositional spike between the _rst surface layer and the sub!
surface ^ BIGS "bombardment!induced Gibbsian segregation# is
now recognized to exhibit the intermediate feature\ that the
depletion of the segregating species at the second surface layer is
slight when the bulk composition of the segregating species is
low or high\ but this depletion becomes considerable when the
bulk composition is intermediate[0Ð3\5
Bombarded Cu0Ni alloys are ideal segregating systems\
because they should not show strong preferential collisional
behavior due to their near identical masses and comparable sur!
face binding energies[ The bulk!dependent total sputtering yield
"Cu ¦ Ni yields# has been measured[6 Besides the total one\
calculations of bulk!dependent Cu and Ni sputtering yields\ par!
ticularly the calculations of bulk!dependent sputtering yields
from the _rst surface layer and from beneath this layer for Cu
and Ni\ respectively\ may be available both for practical appli!
cations and for the physical understanding of the BIGS features[
This is one goal of the present work[
In 0878\ Kelly obtained an important rate equation for bom!
bardment!induced composition change of alloy surface[1 In 0884\
our improved kinetic BIGS model gave a similar rate equation
"eqn "2a# of Ref[ ð5Ł#[ Segregation is always strong[ In our model\
 To whom all correspondence should be addressed[

during a bombardment but not afterwards\ the jump rate\ W10
"i#\ of the segregating species at the instantaneous "i[e[ not steady#
state\ i\ from the second surface layer 1 into the _rst surface layer
0 is related to N0 "i#\ C0 "i# and C1 "i# by "eq "2b# of Ref[ ð5Ł#

W10"i#  KN0"i#ð0−C0"i#ŁC1"i#

"0#

Here\ K is the constant for jumps favorable to BIGS\ which is
similar to the k¦ of eqn "4# of Ref[ ð1Ł\ N0 "i# is the instantaneous
concentration of vacancies in the _rst layer\ and C0 and C1 "i# are
instantaneous concentrations "or composition# of the segregating
species in the _rst and the second layer\ respectively[ It is sug!
gested that eqn "0# is valid during the bombardment but not
afterwards[ Note that N0 "i#\ C0 "i# and C1 "i# have the same
physical units[ Also note that since the lattice sites conservation
is exactly adopted in the simulation\ ð0−C0 "i#Ł in eqn "0# should
be replaced by ð0−C0 "i#−N0 "i#Ł[ However\ under low current
conditions\ we have N0 "i# ð0\ so for simplicity we may still
employ ð0−C0 "i#Ł instead of ð0−C0 "i#−N0 "i#Ł[
It is found that eqn "0# can exhibit a strong matrix e}ect of
BIGS for a bombarded AxB0−x alloy\ where A and B stand
for the segregating and nonsegregating species\ respectively[ For
example\ at the low ~uence limit\ i[e[ i:9\ the instantaneous jump
factor of ð0−C0 "i#ŁC1"i# approaches a maximum value "9[14#
when x "the bulk composition of A# equals 9[4 ^ it tends to 9 when
x tends to 9 or 0[ Thus\ W10 "i# maximizes when x equals 9[4 and
tends to zero when x tends to 9 or 0\ provided that K and N0 "i#
have only a weak dependence on the bulk composition[5
Systems presently being studied are a series of CuxNi0−x alloys
"x  9[0\ 9[1\ 9[2\ 9[3\ 9[4\ 9[5\ 9[6\ 9[7 and 9[8# bombarded with 1
keV Ar ions at normal incidence\ which is the same as used in
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the Betz|s measurements[6 The constant K for BIGS equals 2[8
and each layer is chosen to be 1[4 _ "about a mean atomic
spacings#[5
For the bombarded CuxNi0−x alloy\ the measured total sput!
tering yield increases from 1[8 atoms:ion "the sputtering yield of
pure Ni# to 3[7 atoms:ion "that of pure Cu# when x "the Cu bulk
composition# increases from 9 to 0 "Fig[ 02 of Ref[ ð6Ł#[ The
simulated total sputtering yield\ Ytotal\ increases from 2[9 atom!
s:ion to 3[6 atoms:ion when x increases from 9[0 to 9[8 "Fig[
0"c##[ Our results are in good agreement with the experimental
sputtering data of Betz[6 For example\ the measured data equal
2[9\ 2[6 and 3[5 atoms:ion while the simulated ones equal 2[9\ 2[8
and 3[6 atoms:ion\ for x equal 9[0\ 9[4 and 9[8\ respectively[
Also for the bombarded CuxNi0−x alloy\ as x increases from
9[0 to 9[8\ the simulated sputtering yield of Cu\ YCu\ increases
from 9[2 atoms:ion to 3[2 atoms:ion "Fig[ 0"a##\ while that of Ni\
YNi\ decreases from 1[6 atoms:ion to 9[3 atoms:ion "Fig[ 0"b##[
In addition\ the simulated normalized sputtering yield ratio\
YCu:YNi:"x:"0−x##\ varies only between 9[84 and 0[94\ i[e[ it
approximates 0 for any bombarded CuxNi0−x alloy[ This indi!

cates that our calculations may obey the partical conservation
law\ at high ~uence\ i[e[ at the steady!state[
In our recent work on the bombardment!steady!state of Cux!
Ni0−x\ a correlation between the simulated surface composition
gradient and the bulk composition "x# of Cu "segregating species#
exhibits an intermediate feature of BIGS "Fig[ 0 of Ref[ ð5Ł#\ i[e[\
the gradient of Cu maximizes when x equals 9[4 "the intermediate
value#[ Corresponding to this\ it might be shown that the simu!
lated sputtering yield ratio\ Y0:Y1 "0 stands for the _rst surface
layer and 1 stands for all layers except the _rst one# for Cu
maximizes\ but Y0:Y1 for Ni minimizes\ when x equals 9[4 "Fig[
1#[ In other words\ the correlation between Y0:Y1 and x also
shows an intermediate feature of BIGS[
Measured sputtering angular distributions of binary alloys8\09
have shown that at high ~uence\ i[e[ at the steady!state\ the
distribution of the non!segregating species is more forward!
peaked than that of the segregating species[ The above phenom!
enon is caused by the surface composition gradient[00\01 It also
seems clear that if the nonstoichiometric sputtering is insig!
ni_cant\ the sputtered atom from beneath the _rst surface layer

Figure 0[ The simulated sputtering yield of Cu\ YCu\ that of Ni\ YNi\ and the simulated total sputtering yield\ Ytotal"Ytotal  YCu¦YNi#\ vs x "the Cu bulk
composition# at the steady!state of Cu0Ni alloys bombarded with 1 keV Ar ions[
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Figure 1[ For Cu and Ni\ simulated sputtering yield ratios\ Y0:Y1 "from the _rst surface layer:from beneath this layer#\ vs x "the Cu bulk composition#\
at the steady!state of Cu0Ni alloys bombarded with 1 keV Ar ions[ Here\ Y0 and Y1 stand for sputtering yields of Cu "or Ni# from the _rst surface
layer and from beneath this layer\ separately\ i[e[ Y0¦Y1  YCu "or YNi#[

is ejected normally "i[e[ normal to the surface#\ but that from the
_rst surface layer is ejected without any preference\ being ideally
proportional to cosu "where u is the polar ejection angle#[ Thus\
for individual elements of the binary alloy\ knowledge of both
their sputtering yields from the _rst surface layer\ Y0\ and those
from beneath this layer\ Y1\ is helpful for better understanding
of the above angular e}ect[ For a segregating system "the bom!
barded Cu9[4Ni9[4 alloy#\Y0:Y1 for the segregating species "Cu# is
much larger than that for the non!segregating species "Ni# "Fig[
1#\ so it is possible that the distribution of the non!segregating
species "Ni# is more forward!peaked than that of the segregating
species "Cu#[
A substantial amount of work has been done by Dumke et al[
in 0872\02 Hubbard et al[ in 0878\03 and by Shapiro et al[ in 0884\04
on bombarded In!Ga eutectic alloys "typically\ a In9[01Ga9[77\ i[e[
x  9[01#\ in which Gibbsian segregation occurs at room tem!
perature[ MD "Molecular Dynamics# simulations04 have shown
that the n!value "obtained by the _tting function  cosn"u# to the
sputtering polar angle distribution# equals 0[60 for pure Ga "i[e[
x  9#\ 1[33 for pure In "i[e[ x  0#\ and 1[55 for Ga of In!
Ga eutectic "i[e[ x  9[01#\ but 0[8 for In of In!Ga eutectic "i[e[
x  9[01# at 2 keV bombarding energy "Table 4 of Ref[ ð04Ł#[ The
MD simulations04 are in good agreement with the
measurements[02\03 These results02Ð04 may imply that the n!value
minimizes for In but maximizes for Ga when x "the In bulk

composition# equals an intermediate value\ during the bom!
bardment of a InxGa0−x eutectic alloy[ It is our contention that
for the segregating system "the bombarded CuxNi0−x alloy#\ Y0:Y1
for the segregating species "Cu# maximizes but Y0:Y1 for the non!
segregating species "Ni# minimizes when x equals an intermediate
value "Fig[ 1#[
In conclusion\ according to the above discussion\ the inter!
mediate feature of BIGS may be exhibited not only in the surface
composition pro_le but also in the sputtering for the bombarded
segregating alloy[
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